Let ( be a finite group, k be an algebraic field of finite degree over the field of rationals Q. In a representation space V over k we consider a P= o [0]-lattice (Gitter) M in V which is a regular 0-right module and s-left module where o is the ring of integers in k. The set of all T-lattices which we denotes by {M; k/o } can be classified into T-isomorphic P-lattices in the following way:
{M;k/o}={M1;o/o}+........+{M1; o/o}. If k=Q is the field of rationale and V is irreducible, this class number is always finite and was proved by C. Jordan [13] 1.
In the book of Speiser [20] this theorem was proved only in two special cases, namely, 3 is a cyclic group or V is absolutely irreducible. The reason for this may be explained by the following considerations.
Let be a finite or infinite prime. We can consider P-extension M of the r-lattice M and put and is finite (7) . If M is absolutely irreducible we have c=j (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .
On the other hand, number of classes in a genus is expressible as a kind of class number of a suitable algebraic group (9) , which was considered by T. Ono [17] and its finiteness was proved for commutative case by him. Simple considerations show that if 3 is cyclic and k =Q 1) Number in the bracket refers to the bibliography at the end of this paper. j=1 c=h where h is the class number of the field of g-th roots of unity. General cases are somewhat complicated but relate with class number of a suitable algebraic extension K/k (11) .
After this investigation was almost completed, the author found papers by Maranda [15] , [16] . He introduced the concept of genus and its product formula (7) (8) , but his definition is a global one and its locality and hence equality with my definition was not proved by him, Finally, I must express my hearty thanks to Prof. Tannaka for his kind advices and encouragement during the preparation of this paper. 
Preliminaries on lattices (Gitter)
. by a lattice in an algebraic field k we mean an o-module M contained in a definite vector spacc V over k such that 1) M is a finitely generated o-module, 2) M generates over k the vector space V i.e. Mk=V.
Or, equivalently, a lattice is a regular 0-module i. e. 1) M is a finitely generated 0-module, 2) uEM', a E 0, ua=0 imply u=0 or a=0.
Namely, a lattice M in former sense is of course a regular 0-module and regular 0-module M' is a lattice contained in the vector space M'k=V' of k-extension of M'.
Let be a prime in k. vEfl(V n M(0))=M.
On the other hand, we have
with v E M, ai-/i E. 0.This means ui(ai-i) E Mti and finally u E M1, qe. d.
2.
Representations by lattices. Let 3 be a finite group and T=o[C3] be the group ring over 0. Assume now V is a F-left space over k. Any element x E C is represented by an automorphism A(x) E GL(V; k) of the vector space V. Symbolically xV=VA(x).
By a F-lattice in V, we mean a lattice M such that MA(x) C M for all x E C3.
To a F-lattice M we can associate a finite set of matrix representations in the following way. Let v1,.....vm be a k-basis of V, since M is a lattice in V by prop. Next, let Mk=V be reducible, then there exists a P-subspace WCV different from 0 or V. Put N=W (1 M. As a submodule of M, N is a regular 0-module. By lemma 1 Nk=W, it follows that N is a primitive submodule of M. Since N is a P-module, M is reducible.
q. e, d.
4. Some cohomology groups. Let A1(x), A2(x) be two representations of the group C3 by matrices of degree r, s respectively with elements in a commutative ring R with unity element. We now define cohomology groups H3:
A1, A2) as follows : n-cochains are functions E(xl,.......xn) from 3x.......x (3 (n-factors) to Rr, s where R8,.....denotes the set of all matrices consist of r-rows and s-columns with elements in R. Coboundary operations are defined by
(1)n+lE(xl,....., xn)A2(xn+1) n=0, 1, 2,...... are in one to one correspondences.
it follows that this is a representation of (3 if and only if
i. e. E(x) is a 1-cocycle. The rest follows from direct computations. q. e. d.
Concerning the structure of R-module Hn((3; A1, A2) we have:
C3 be the order of (Then for any representations A1, A2, gHn((3; A1, A2)=0, n>0. In particular if g is a unit in R,
be an n-cocycle, i.e.
Multiply A2(x) from right and add over xn+1 E (3 we have
If we put PROOF. The R-module of n-cochains C(3; A1, A2) is a finite R-module. Since R is noetherian, its submodule of n-cocycles Zn(C3; A1, A2) is also a finite R-module, hence a priori HT(C3; A1, A2) is a finite R-module. Since by Prop. 4. 3 any element E E Hn(C3; A1, A2) has finite order g E=0. This with the hypothesis * (R/gR) C+ implies $ Hn(3; A1, A2)<+0. Then there exists a direct decomposition in o:
PRooF. Without loss of generality, we may assume
Then the representation A(x) has in op the following form
A22(x) where 7r is a primitive element for the prime, and A(x) are matrices with elements in op. We prove by induction that representation of the form:
, m>0 with A1(x) matrices in op, can be transformed by a matrix of type: 1rnT 01), Tinu into the form
with matrices Ai f(x) in op such that
under the condition
the condition for the matrix T is A11(x)T+A12(x)=TA12(x) (P).
Since A12(x) E Z'(C3; ul, lt2) is a 1-cocycle, by hypothesis on T2 such matrix T must exist in op. Starting from
with n=m=1 we arrive at the o, -equivalence
COROLLARY5. Let u be a directly indecomposable modular representation of the group C3 contained in the regular representation.
Then there exists a representation U in o such that U(x)=U(x). q, e. d.
Thus, the case P with g 0(p) are completely studied. We are therefore in a position to investigate the case g=0(p).
More precisely take integer e0>0 such that g=0
(peo) g0 (peo+i). In other words there exists a matrix T in op such that A1T-TA2=0 (pe), det Tr0 (P).
Then E(x)=A1(x)T-TA2(x)
is a 1-cocycle E Z1(5; A1, A2) and E(x)=0 (pe). Since e>eo, we can apply principal genus theorem (Prop. 6.1) and it yields a matrix S in o such that
S=0 (e-eo) If we put T'=T-S, then T' is a matrix in ou such that
i. e. A1(x), A2(x) are o1,-equivalent. q. e, d.
7. Equivalence theory of F-lattices. In this section we use same notations as that of §2. Namely k is an algebraic number field and o the ring of integers in k. P=o[C3] is the group ring over o. is a T-lattice in V.
q. e. d.
If R D o is a ring over o, we put for a T-lattice M ;
{M; R/o} {N E P-lattices in V j NR MR as PR-modules} In particular o}{M; k is the set of all h-lattices in V, for any F-lattice M in V. Since Ml, M2 E {M; R/o} lie in the same class {M; ko}, we can write IM; k/o} }M1;R/o}+....+1M; R/o} as a disjoint union of finite or infinite number of subclasses. We put c=c(R/o) and call it the class number of P-lattices with respect to R.
If K/k is an extension field with a maximal order C: io, we can define PC-lattices in VK and the symbol {M; R/C} with a ring R 3. There exists always a map {JVI; R/o} 1 M1-M1C E {M; R/C} called injection. xu=UA1 (x) xb=bA2(x).
The Toy-isomorphism p: M2o,1-0M1on can be written as q. e. d.
9. Class number in a genus. Let V be a vector space over k, which has as in preceding sections i3 as left operators and induces a representation
by automorphism of V. Similarly, for any prime P, the p-extension V4,=Vk,, induces a representation which we write by the same symbol A(x) E GL(V,; kn).
Moreover, the vector space V=Vk over adele ring k of k induces a representation which will be also written by
There group GL(V; k) consists of elements S=(Sn), Sp E GL(V p, kU)
such that except for a finite set of primes, S, being p-unimodular. Now,
is an algebraic group of automorphisms of V. Its idele group is given by
for all x E C3}.
G contains G as a discrete subgroup with its natural topology.
Let M be a lattice in V. We define M S with S E GL(V; k) by
It is readly seen that M S is a lattice. Moreover if M is a P-lattice and S E G then MS is also a P-lattice. Conversely, take an M1 E {M; o/o} arbitrarily.
For any prime, we have by definition:
M1M
as For-modules.
Since these are o, -free modules, we can find S, E GL(V,; k) such that M11, =M1S1,.
From the fact that M, M1 are lattices in V it follows that S are -unimodu-9) Idele group of an algebraic group was considered by Ono [17] , Tamagawa and Weil. 10) The proof is straightforward e. g. Chevalley [6] .
PROOF. That the mapping
GS-MS E {M; o/0}
is onto was already given by Prop. 9. 1. From MSi MS2 as P-lattices, we can find by Prop. 9. 2 and S E G such that MS1=MS2 S.
This finally means an existence of T E U with S1=TS2Sq. e. d.
Notice that in a recent paper by Ono [17] it was proved that the number where, J(k) is the group of ideles of k with principal idles kX and units ideles U(k). Therefore U G/G absolute ideal class group of k.
PROOF. Since V is absolutely irreducible, so also is V, for any prime. PROOF. This follows from Theorem 7 and a theorem of Eichler12 concerning class number of algebras.
q. e. d. 12) Eichler j9J, n=2 and total definite case was also treated by him [8] .
PROOF. By definition C {S E DIMScM}.
As a P-module:
MA ( As a next example, consider the symmetric group v3 of order g=6 in the field of rationals Q. Let A(x) be the 2-dimensional absolutely irreducible representation with P-lattice M. 13) Brauer [4] , Thec rein 10 qr Artirt-Nesbitt-Thrall [1] , Lemma 9.8 p,
